
ELEGANCE INSIDE AND OUT After living in and moving homes many times over, builder Chris and his wife Andrea have found their comfort zone  
in a sleek contemporary townhouse (opposite), part of a development of three, close to Melbourne’s CBD. “It’s so lovely and private here,” says Chris  
of the location. “I can walk nearly everywhere,” adds Andrea. “The proximity to the beach, the city and cafes is fantastic.” The home’s rear courtyard 
(above), which features a silvertop ash deck, is a delightful spot for the couple to while away a few hours on the weekend. Butterfly chairs from 
Precedence Interiors and a graphic rug from Fenton & Fenton amp up the comfort factor. This zone is overlooked by a yoga studio used by Chris  
and Andrea’s daughter Lucinda, who lives with them and teaches classes at the home. >
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SUBURB PROVES THAT GOOD THINGS DO COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
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O
n a bright weekday afternoon in one of Melbourne’s 
bayside precincts, homeowner Chris makes a surprise 
discovery. “Look at the way the sun hits the kitchen 
bench at this time of the day!” he exclaims. This is how 
he and his wife Andrea love home life to be in their 

polished townhouse – simple joys that tie in with their sophisticated 
aesthetic. And even though Chris, a builder and the director of design 
and construction company InForm, has built houses for decades, the 
pleasure that comes with such architectural surprises never wanes.

After raising three sons and a daughter, and living in more houses 
than they can remember – “That’s what happens when you’re married 
to a builder for 35 years!” says Andrea – the couple found themselves 
enjoying a temporary break at their roomy former holiday home, in 
a seaside village on Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula. Then Chris’s 
firm took on the design and construction of three compact two-storey 
townhouses in a beachy suburb a short drive from the CBD, and the 
couple suddenly heard the siren call of the city again.

After deciding to buy one of the homes, Andrea and Chris got to 
work adapting the design to suit themselves and daughter Lucinda, 
a yoga teacher, writer and marketing manager. Above all else, the trio 
required their home to feel modern but homely. “We were constrained 
by the size of the townhouse block – it’s only about seven metres wide 
– so that made the design more of a challenge,” says Chris. “But the 
home feels spacious and very light, even though it faces south.” 

Simple, clutter-free and awash in beautiful textures, the contemporary 
and cool interior is reflected in organic finishes of marble, travertine, 
concrete and white-smoked oak. Andrea and Chris’s prized artworks 
stand out strikingly against a robust grey concrete wall that extends 
spine-like through the full length of the townhouse.

On the ground level, the airy kitchen, family room and study are 
centred around a sun-splashed courtyard, with its light and lush 
outlook illuminating each room. “It gives the home that real 
connection to the garden,” says Chris. On the upper level, the couple 
can retreat to their private sanctuary, in the form of a tranquil 
bedroom, spa-like ensuite and luxuriously large dressing-room. 
Lucinda also has her own sunlit bedroom and bathroom on the other 
side of the house, overlooking the tree-lined street, while a room 
above the garage accommodates her yoga studio. “It’s important we 
all have our own space,” Chris explains. 

Andrea is a minimalist at heart who has always found beauty in 
simplicity, and she couldn’t be happier with her very new abode. “It’s 
a comfortable and welcoming home that is so very easy to live in and 
maintain,” she says. So much so that she can’t imagine calling in the 
removalists ever again. “This is it for me,” she insists. Chris quickly 
interjects, with a chuckle, “But I’m a builder and I like change!” 

For now, though, one thing is not up for debate. This home will 
continue to cast a spell on its appreciative owners. As Chris puts it, 
“It’s a house that really does make us all happy.”

FAMILY ROOM Filled with light, the gorgeous family room is a study 
in cosy chic. A marble hearth is a glamorous backdrop in the inviting  
space, while a custom couch from Camm Upholstery fits the comfortable-
but-stylish brief. The timber-and-brown-marble-inlaid coffee table, which  
blends seamlessly with the decor, was a gift to Andrea and Chris from  
a friend. A velvet Camm Upholstery cushion and cable-knit Freedom 
throw add to the mood, as do vases from Country Road and Weylandts, 
and a brass canister from The Shelley Panton Store. 

“I LOVE THE organic feel OF THE NATURAL 
TIMBER FLOORING, AND NOTHING HERE IS too 
precious, WHICH IS HOW I LIKE IT” ~ ANDREA

DINING ROOM A large, custom-made American oak table (above) from Great Dane Furniture has already played host to many relaxed lunches and 
dinners. “I love this table and the fact that it’s big enough to accommodate our extended family when they all come around,” says Andrea. It has been 
teamed with chic black replica Thonet No. 18 bentwood chairs from Matt Blatt, while a super-cool ‘Lean Light’ pendant by Jenny Bäck, also from Great 
Dane Furniture, delivers further modern-retro style. In the background, a bronze wall mirror reflects the rear courtyard. The distinctive feature wall on 
the right of the room was made by carpenters on site, using 30mm x 30mm timber battens, with a 30mm gap, and painted in Haymes Whitewash. >

PAINT
Get the look with 

Interior Expressions 
Low Sheen Acrylic 

in ‘Whitewash’, from 
$69.95/4L, Haymes.
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WE LOVE...

magic marbleWhite and grey Calacatta Classico 
marble was Andrea and Chris’s 
choice for the three-metre-long 

breakfast bar constructed by 
Vision Stoneworks. “Kitchens are 
almost like pieces of furniture,” 
believes Chris. “I prefer not to 

have a sink on an island bench as 
it is an eating or entertaining area, 
so you don’t want dishes stacked 

there.” A bench such as this 
would start at about $11,000; 

visionstoneworks.com.au.

KITCHEN
A cylindrical ‘Albany’ rangehood from Qasair is a focal point of the 
kitchen (above left & opposite), which also features Eveneer veneer wood 
cabinetry in EvenRavenna and a softly gleaming, marble-topped island 
bench. On the rear workbench, Stone Italiana quartz composite in Super 
White is a robust and low-maintenance choice. The black stools with  
gold detail are from Luke Furniture, while the blue bowl on the island is  
a treasure Andrea found in Bali. Discreetly tucked away to one side of the 
kitchen, a solid white panel hides a butler’s pantry that provides valuable 
storage while keeping the main preparation and eating space clutter-free. 

STUDY NOOK
Looking out onto the central courtyard, the study (above right) has an 
Eveneer-topped desk and floating shelving in EvenAlmond matched 
with a replica Eames chair from Matt Blatt and a ‘Conrad’ desk lamp from 
Studio Italia. The impressive artwork delivering a shot of interest on the  
rear concrete wall is Secret River by Australian artist Graeme Altmann.

SITTING ROOM
Visitors to the home enter into the spacious sitting room, where Chris  
and Andrea relax (left) on a couch from Mood Home Brighton. The 
decorating stars here are a brass ‘Martini’ table from West Elm, an ottoman 
from Maison Est and the Oluce ‘Coupé F’ floor lamp from Euroluce. >

“WE’VE BEEN HERE FOR almost a year BUT WE’RE STILL FINDING OUT  
ALL THE lovely things THAT COME WITH LIVING IN THIS HOME” ~ ANDREA

FLOORBOARDS
Engineered white-smoked 

European Oak, from  
$115/sqm, Woodcut.
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STAIRCASE/HALLWAY 
Finished with American oak treads, the open staircase (top left) sets the 
scene for the rest of the interior. “I didn’t want the stairs to close off  
the house, and it’s lovely that you can see right through them,” says 
Andrea. On the concrete wall, a black-and-white work by Aboriginal artist 
Barbara Reid Napangardi takes pride of place. “We bought this painting 
about six years ago and I think it works really well here,” she says. 

MAIN BEDROOM & ENSUITE 
Andrea wanted the bedroom (top right) to feel “relaxed and uncluttered”. 
On the bed, Home Republic linen is topped with Surround Interiors cushions. 
In the ensuite (above), a freestanding Apaiser ‘Sublime’ stone bath paired 
with a Zucchetti ‘Pan’ standing floor spout wins the style stakes. “It is  
my ‘pool’,” jokes Andrea about the bath. Atop the double vanity, honed 
Calacatta marble is in keeping with the five-star vibe.

“I PRETTY MUCH LEFT THE INTERIORS to Andrea
 AND THE DESIGN  

TEAM. I HAD all the faith IN THE WORLD IN THEM” ~ CHRIS 

DOWNSTAIRS BATHROOM 
Anchored by large-format floor tiles 
in silver travertine – also used in  
the two upstairs bathrooms – the 
bathroom’s walls are clad in crisp 
white ‘Mono Hexagonal’ mosaic 
tiles from Beaumont Tiles. The 
floating vanity, finished in 
Eveneer’s EvenAlmond and 
including an Apaiser ‘Sanctum’ 
basin and Abey ‘Goccia’ tap, is 
illuminated by a suspended 
pendant from Lights & Tracks. >A
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Who lives here?
Andrea; her husband Chris, a builder  

and company director; and their daughter 
Lucinda, a yoga teacher ( yogalane.co). 

What is your favourite room?
Andrea: “The kitchen and family area.  

It’s the hub of the house.”
Would you do anything differently?

Andrea: “Maybe add a window above the front 
door to let the afternoon sun in the hallway.”

What is your best tip for new-home builders?
Chris: “Go for design over quantity. Most people 

think they need a bigger home than they do.”
What are your favourite colours in a home?
Andrea: “White, black and neutral tones with 

touches of blue. You can always add colour 
through cushions, which are easy to change.”

INSIDE STORY
ANDREA & CHRIS’S HOME

SOURCE BOOK

SITTING ROOM & REAR COURTYARD
A vibrant purple cushion from Ikea 
adds a splash of colour to the sitting room 
(top). The moody photographic print is 
Mountain Mist from The Artwork Stylist. 

Selective plantings in the rear courtyard 
(above) complement those at the front of 
the house and ensure the space doesn’t 
look too sterile. The rear walls have been 
painted in Haymes Enigma.AC
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Ground floor

PLANS

CONTACT

Building designer & builder 
InForm,
(03) 8567 3800,  
informdesign.com.au.
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YOGA STUDIO Privately situated above the garage, 
daughter Lucinda’s Yoga Lane home studio is a relaxed  
setting for her classes. Clients can hang their belongings  
on stylish Muuto ‘Dots’, or leave them on the replica George  
Nelson platform bench from Matt Blatt.
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